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Welcome to Leicester Medical School, and Congratulations!
Leicester University Student Union Medical Association (LUSUMA) Committee would like to
congratulate you for getting into Medical School!
Hey you! I’m Suvarna and I’m your Welfare Officer for 2021/22. My job is to ensure your wellbeing related concerns/queries are responded to in a timely manner, check-in on how you’re
doing at different times of the year, be a friendly face around the Medical School and generally
support you in settling into University life! I’ll be here to lend an ear should you need me.
Likewise, I’m always open to understanding how else I can best support you in this transition to
an exciting new chapter of your lives.
Leicester Medical School is a fantastic choice, one you will be glad you made for the rest of your
life. Although you will be working hard, you will have great opportunities to meet some wonderful
people, pick up new skills and enjoy yourself. Remember, this degree is important, but not as
important as your mental well-being throughout your studies, so please do ensure you reach out
should you feel you’ve not quite got the balance right.
At the moment you will probably have a long list of questions about moving to the UK, university
life and medicine itself. Hopefully this booklet will answer some of these, along with providing
you with some useful information including accommodation details, INTROWEEK, getting to the
UK and what living in Leicester is like. The University will send you their own international
student welcome booklet, but we at LUSUMA wanted to introduce ourselves and send you
some information as well.
Check out our website for lots more useful information at www.lusuma.com. There is more on
the website than we can ever fit in a booklet - including information about the current committee,
welfare, academic help, sub-societies, sports and more!
As an international student, life here may feel a little different to start with, but Leicester is a
great University and city. There’s so much to discover and explore, and LUSUMA is happy help
you with any questions or issues you may have settling in. Remember, if you need help: ask for
it!
I am easily contactable by email at welfare@lusuma.com, feel free to get in touch through
LUSUMA’s Facebook groups or any other social media. If you see me or any of the rest of the
committee, please come and say hello – we’re all very friendly people and can’t wait to meet
you all!
Have a restful summer, and I look forward to meeting you in September. Feel free to email me
or any other committee members if you have any questions before then.
See you soon!

Suvarna Netke
LUSUMA Welfare Officer
welfare@lusuma.com
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Message from your International Student Representatives
Heya!
Welcome to Leicester Medical School, and the start of your journey in Medicine! The
team and I can’t wait to welcome you to this amazing city, and we are definitely looking
forward to meeting you. Studying Medicine will be intense at times, and it can definitely
stretch you to your intellectual limits (trust me). Being away from home as an
international student can make it seem even more daunting. But rest assured, you are
not alone!
We remember how it once felt to be in your shoes, and how we were grateful for the
support from our international student seniors. That is why we, Jeremy and Ryan, have
chosen to serve as International Student Representatives for Medicine, in order to
represent your interests and concerns. Ultimately, our goal is to make your adjustment
to studying in Leicester as comfortable as possible.
So remember: you are not alone! If you have any questions or concerns, please do not
hesitate to get in touch with us, and we would definitely be more than willing to help in
any way possible.
Wishing you the safest of flights and a wonderful journey
ahead,

Jeremy Tang (Hong Kong)

Ryan Chen (Singapore)
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Checklists
There are several things you will need to do before you can come and study in the UK.
All international students coming to study in the UK need to have a student visa and you
can get more information on this at:

https://www.gov.uk/tier-4-general-visa.
Just so you get a general idea and are prepared, here is a
checklist to make sure you have stuff done before you come:
■Apply for a Tier 4 Student Visa (which you can only do
once you have your CAS after you have become a firm
offer holder)
■Register with the university
■Pay your tuition fees
■Sort out accommodation (you will hopefully have applied already, or you should
do so as soon as possible)
■Carry your confirmation of acceptance (CAS) letter from the university ,
unconditional letter from UCAS and reference letter from UKVI with you when
travelling here.
■ Book flights so you can get here on time
■ Obtain any prescriptions from your current doctor that you may need to continue
when you get to Leicester
■ Look up banks in the UK (this will be in the international welcome book from the
University too). More information is found later in this booklet.
■ Ensure you have enough money in cash with you to last you a couple of weeks
(opening a bank account may require a little bit of time)
■ Bring all your health records with you, and all evidence of all the immunisations
you have.
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■ And just to make sure you’re prepared for one of the best weeks you will ever
have, here is a checklist for INTROWEEK (more infolater):

◦

ID!

◦

Second form of ID (passport, driving licence etc)

◦

Passport photo (electronic) to join some of the societies

◦

Cash for the week

◦

Pyjamas! (for Tuesday)

◦

Sports Gear (for Thursday)

◦

Any documents the medical school or the universitymay have
asked you to bring

◦

Formal attire (for Friday)

◦

Your best smile
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GETTING TO LEICESTER
Most or all of you will be flying into the UK. There are plenty of ways to get there as
Leicester is in a fairly central part of the UK.
Although Leicester itself doesn’t have an
international airport of its own, there are several
cities near by that do serve as international
airports with transport available to get to
Leicester.
London Heathrow tends to be the most
accessible airport in the UK and most
international flights will be arriving there.
Remember you may be travelling to an airport
not mentioned here; these are just some of the
main ones, but it is by no means an exclusive list!
On the following page, we’ve put a selection of travel help paragraphs.

London Heathrow Airport
oCoach service using National Express will take you from the terminal you land
at straight to Leicester St.Margaret’s Bus station which is right next to the city
centre and takes about 2 and a half hours.This is a convenient way but be sure
to book your bus ticket in advance through the National Express
website, as tickets on the spot can be pricey.
oTrains are available from London St.Pancras International all throughout the
day.You will need to make the journey from London Heathrow to St.Pancras
International available through the London Underground or Heathrow rail.
Trains take just over an hour to get to Leicester. You can use the Trainline app
to book tickets from your phone.
London Gatwick Airport
o Some international flights ca take you to London Gatwick airport if you choose
it over Heathrow. There is a coach service available from here to
Leicester too by National Express but this may take up to 3 and a half hours
oTrain service in the same way if you go from Gatwick to St.Pancras
International
Birmingham International Airport
o Coach service available through National Express to Leicester but you will
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have to change coaches at Birmingham Coach station.
oAlternatively, trains are available from this airportto Leicester
oTaxis are available as road travel time is up to anhour.

Manchester International Airport
oCoach service using National Express taking up to4 hours
oTrains are also available from Manchester taking between2 and 2.5 hours.
Remember you can also check the following websites for more information to get to
Leicester and around the UK:
1. National Rail UK:http://www.nationalrail.co.uk/
2. National Express UK:
http://www.nationalexpress.com/home.aspx
3. Transport for London:http://www.tfl.gov.uk/
4.Google Maps –https://maps.google.com
For more information regarding travel information and city information check out:
https://le.ac.uk/study/international-students
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OUT AND ABOUT IN LEICESTER

Leicester is one of the most multicultural cities you can come to, in fact in the 2011
census it was “the most diverse city in the East Midlands region”. It has become a
melting pot of all different ethnicities. As an international student, you may be worried
about settling into a new culture in a new country but one thing that may reassure you is
that Leicester makes people feel welcome no matter where you’re from. Many
international students often say although they may have felt homesick initially, Leicester
was comforting and easy to settle into.
True to its multiculturalism, it is home to the largest Diwali celebrations outside of India
in the world and it is truly a spectacle worth attending. The celebrations are along the
‘Golden Mile’, lined with Indian restaurants and shops, and fireworks going off all over
the city. It also hosts the largest Caribbean festival outside of London with large parades
annually.

There are a wide array of cuisines available throughout Leicester. You can get a hold
of anything you want ranging from the far east of Chinese and Japanese cuisine to
Thai and Lebanese. There’s always new restaurants opening up along London Road,
as well as country-specific supermarkets including Chinese, Korean and Polish. If
food was something you were worried about, trust me, you don’t need to be!
The city centre is about a 20-minute walk from university or if you have a bus pass
you can get there quicker. Public transport in Leicester is very good, especially as a
university student with many shuttle buses running from Oadby (student halls). Taxis
are also available and are very affordable – especially if shared between people. Feel
free to ask other students for their recommendations of which companies to use.
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The clock tower indicates the middle of the city centre. It is surrounded by areas to shop
and eat. Highcross is one of the largest shopping malls where you can find a large
selection of brands for many things ranging from clothes to electronics to books and so
on. There is also Haymarket shopping centre which is smaller and offers some different
brands. Leicester Market is the biggest outdoor covered market in Europe, and is
excellent for fresh produce at a bargain price from Monday-Saturday.
Keen interest in history? Leicester is home to the burial ground of King Richard III,
whose remains were famously uncovered beneath a car park in 2012. Leicester
University’s archeological students were instrumental in the discovery and preservation
of his remains, which are now re-buried in the Cathedral. The visitor’s centre has lots of
information and artefacts about the last English King to die in battle, so it is worth
checking out.
If you’re a rugby or football fan, Leicester has lots to offer with Tiger Stadium just
outside the Leicester Royal Infirmary (only ten minutes walk from the medical school).
Leicester City Football Club were previously known as “the most unsuccessful football
team in FA cup history” until they won the English Premier League in 2016; beating
5000-1 odds. The city is proud of this achievement, so don’t be surprised to find
cocktails named after the players in bars e.g. the Vardy bomb.
The Curve theatre has many independent plays and events for you to attend if you’re
interested in the latest contemporary arts. Further north of the city centre is also the
National Space Centre dedicated to space and astronomy – a great day out, only a bus
journey away.
Leicestershire isn’t just about the city; it has a great countryside too. To the east of
Leicester is the county of Rutland with Rutland Water, which is one of the largest
artificial lakes in Europe. There are many water sports available as well as fishing,
birdwatching and hiking trails to explore. Bradgate Park to the North is a very popular
picnic spot too.
There’s plenty more to see just outside of Leicestershire - cities like Nottingham,
Birmingham (and to an extent London) are easily accessible by coach and train service.
It can be nice to get a break and see somewhere new.
For more information on things to do and places to visit, these are a few good websites
for you to look at:
Go Leicestershire: https://www.stayplayexplore.co.uk/goleicestershire/
Visit Leicester: http://visitleicester.info/visitleicester.aspx
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BANKING IN THE UK
Having a bank account is vital to managing your money in the
UK. As an international student, the process is slightly
different to that which local domestic students would need to
do. It can often be a slight hassle setting it up because of the
extra documentation needed. Setting up a bank account
allows you to pay your tuition fees, accommodation fees and
manage your expenses.

What will I need to open an account?
Your passport
A letter from the university to the bank – ENSURE THE NAME ON
THE LETTER AND PASSPORT ARE THE SAME!
Evidence of your financial statement
A letter from the registry at the university confirming you are a
student at Leicester thus confirming you are living there
Your unconditional letter from UCAS

Banks in the UK
HSBC – you will be able to set up a basic current account and their main branch is
in the city centre at the clock tower
Santander – offers a specialised international student account
Natwest – offers specialised international student accounts and again, there is a
branch in the city centre
Lloyds – offers an NUS card for student discounts and free overdrafts.
Barclays – offers an international student account
There are many banks with which you can open an account with. The university will also
provide you with more information in their International Students’ welcome book.
Remember to look up and research bank accounts to see what works for you, and see if
your current bank at home has a branch in the UK that might make the process easier.
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ACCOMMODATION AT LEICESTER
There is a wide range of accommodation available at Leicester, found at
https://le.ac.uk/study/undergraduates/accommodation. There are three main
divisions for splitting the accommodation at Leicester:
▪

Oadby Student Village
oThere are many different options within Oadby
Student Village. The main halls are
▪John Foster Hall
▪Gilbert Murray Hall
▪Stamford Hall
▪Beaumont Hall
▪Digby Hall
oMost freshers will end up going to Oadby, but it is
not the only place to choose from.
oThese halls are about a 40-minute walk away from universitycampus,
a 15-minute cycle or a 15 to 25-minute bus ride.

▪

City Living University Accommodation
oThis is again split into a series of different halls that
you can choose from
▪Opal Court – situated literally down the road
from the medical school and just a
two-minute walk to campus
▪ Nixon Court – situated at the end of
University Road behind Freemen’s Common
▪ Brookland Road – five minutes from campus,
near Nixon Court

▪

Private Housing in the City
o You can choose to get your own apartment/flat/house in the city itself
as there are many houses available to rent or specialised companies
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letting out apartments for students. You can look into this onlineas
well if you prefer to live there.

The best way to summarise these are through student experiences. Included
below are three international students’ experiences of living in each of the
options.

Oadby Student Village
Ryan Chen
My time spent living in the Oadby Student Village coincided
with some of the best memories of my life! Situated away
from campus, yet not too far, it offers a quiet and peaceful
abode from the hustle and bustle of school life. While there
is a dedicated shuttle bus from the village to campus, some
students choose to cycle, and some even walk (which takes
about 40 mins). Most students share a flat with 4-5 other
flatmates, that comes with a communal living room and
kitchen - I, otherwise, took a single studio flat.We
purchased our groceries by heading to the nearby ASDA
Oadby Superstore, which is just a 20 minute walk away, that
sells literally everything you might need (pro tip:hitch a ride
from a friend who has a car!). Alternatively, there are also
various reasonably priced take-out restaurants nearby and
even one of my favourite pubs, The Lord Keeper of the Great Seal! These are all
about 25 minutes by foot from the village, and are great ideas for eating out when
you feel like it.
On most days, there are various social events organised by the university’s
Residential Life Team (ResLife), formed by a group of students just like us! Till
this date, I’ve lost count of the times spent bonding with my friends over Pub
Nights, Pizza Nights, Weekend Breakfasts etc - even a global pandemic couldn’t
derail that!
Moving abroad as an international student might seem daunting at first - it did to
me, and that’s absolutely alright. The Oadby Student Village houses several other
international students too, so you’re definitely not alone! One thing I strongly
recommend is to put yourself out there and make as many friends as you can,
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international or not! You’ll soon realise that there are others in the same shoes as
you are, and you might even forge strong friendships too! (which I definitely have)

Tomini Fashina
I absolutely loved living in Oadby Student Village. It is very truly the student
hub of the University of Leicester and quite unique to other universities
wherein the majority of freshers are in one place but still detached from the
main uni campus. With regards to transport, if you are feeling fit and fresh,
you can walk to and fro from uni everyday which is about a 35-40 minute
walk (25 if you pace it). You can also cycle as it's a short 10 minute journey.
I decided to pay the small cost to take the bus but it proved so valuable as
you have unlimited transport during term time between Oadby, the city
centre, and the university. In terms of socialising in the village, you'll always
find some medics (and hopefully other students) hanging out and having
drinks in the village hub and Beaumont. The village pub is well known for the
well-priced pints and cheesy pizzas resulting in all the students nestling
there on a Friday and Saturday night! I lived in the Pavillions in John Foster
(shout out to Gumley) which isn't as social and connected as the other halls
but it proved great anyway because it's self-catered accommodation and the
kitchens are well-sized and well-equipped. Lastly, in terms of being an
international student, at first the prospect of university in another country
sounds incredibly exciting but once crash-landing into Oadby and watching
your parents drive away, the reality can be quite daunting. Fortunately, the
various activities organised by the student village definitely makes university
feel like home (or even better). There are at least 3 events put on each night!
Moreover, the close-knit group of medics you'll all form during and after
INTROWEEK definitely makes university the best experience of your youth
as you'll have friends who live with you, party and socialise with you and
(hopefully) study, learn and grow with you.

City Living
Aashna Das – Freeman's Common
In my opinion City Living was the best decision I
could have made for my first year. Uni was just aten
minute walk away, as was the LRI and this is
especially helpful considering Medicine involves daily
9 a.m. starts. Morrison’s and the City Centre
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(including all the clubs) were quite easily accessible, which makes travelling both
by train and bus a lot easier as well. Being an international student, every semester
end entails lugging large suitcases to
and from the train station, so it being close by was a large plus point for me.
My accommodation was self-catered which was a personal preference.This gave
me a lot of independence over my meals and meal times. Oadby does however
have a lot more social events, and so it is easy to feel a little left out sometimes. My
first year experience was made significantly better by the fact that I was
international.It’s enjoy able to interact with people whose ideologies and cultures
are wildly different from yours(and you discover you have a hilarious accent most
of the time).Be ready for all kinds of questions, some more intelligent than others.
But people in Leicester are very friendly. Make the most of INTROWEEK and talk
to as many people as possible, since this is when friendships are formed. My
advice would be: keep an open mind and you will enjoy yourself thoroughly. There’s
a niche for everyone in our little city!

Private accommodation
Mohammed Askari Mujtaba- Private housing
How was the experience of living in the city as
opposed to going into halls?
Living in the city for my first year at university was not my first
choice, but it was a choice that I am glad I made and I rate it
very highly as a memorable experience. However, living in the
city for your first year does mean that you have added
responsibility in paying your bills, managing landlord visits,
preparing food, but I felt the opportunity allowed me to get to
grips with the added responsibility in my first year rather than take it on in my second
year where you might not have that brace period you need to get accustomed. The
confidence which comes from living independently actually ended up aiding my studies
as it made me a more organised person! Living in the city meant that I was much closer
to the city centre and the university’s main campus than those who were in halls and it
allowed me to explore the city and get to grips with life outside of Oadby. It also helped
knowing that I wasn’t reliant on a bus schedule to get back to my accommodation as
getting to university was a 15-minute walk that I would look forward to every morning.
Since Leicester is a pretty small city, you will always be surrounded by students no
matter where you live. This helped me a lot since coming into Leicester as an
international student living off campus, I got to know students not only from different
courses in different years, but I got to know students from De Montfort University as
well. Commuting in Leicester will never be a problem. Everything is pretty accessible if
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not by foot then definitely by the bus service.

Overall how was it and what were the positives
and negatives of this experience?

Honestly, the only disadvantage I faced of living in the city was that I wasn’t a familiar
face to a lot of people in my batch. You do end up making really good friends, but at the
end of the day it depends on how you recognise yourself with the friends that you do
make. For me, it was never about getting to know every single person in my year but I
was always looking to find a good bunch of friends. I didn’t find this too much of a
disadvantage since I got to meet a lot of people for medic sports that takes place over
the weekend. Although, cricket and squash were the only sports near the main campus
so I guess another negative was not being able to go and play tennis or the other sports
I enjoyed playing. The best part though was that I lived pretty close to Opal court, and I
made a lot of friends there and we would meet up for revision sessions, go out for a
meal or just chill in the common room. A few of us would also walk up to university for
lectures together so the worry of walking in alone or not finding your friends to sit with
was (thankfully) never an issue. It was overall a very positive and enjoyable experience
and living in the city helped me take on responsibilities much sooner than my friends,
made me more versatile and has given me a unique experience in my fresher year
compared to my friends living in halls. If any of you are considering living in the city, I
would definitely recommend it and I promise you, you will have a memorable
experience!
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INTERNATIONAL WELCOME DAY
As International students, you’ll be invited to come to
Leicester a bit earlier than the rest of your cohort,
just to give you a bit of extra time to settle in.This is
a great chance to get to know each other and the
city before everything gets a bit more hectic! The
medical school will have planned their own welcome
for you; this will involve being greeted and
introduced to the medical school staff, lunch on
campus followed by city and campus tours. The city
tours will be led by the University of Leicester’s
student ambassadors, whilst the city tours will be led
by both committee members and the International reps.The city tours will be an
opportunity for the international reps to point out sites they recommend you visit during
your time at Leicester from one international student to another, so it’s definitely
something you should keep your eyes peeled for!
After the medical school concludes the formal introductions, some of the LUSUMA
Committee will be around in the evening to take you out for dessert (or a picnic
depending on restrictions) on the 17th September.This will be an opportunity for you to
get to know each other a bit better and ask any more questions you might have!

INTROWEEK
In short, this will be one of the best weeks of your
lives. You will meet everyone in your year, the
LUSUMA committee and plenty of older years
throughout the week. It’s a whirlwind experience,
with the week being designed to help you make
new friends and help you settle into medical
school. Due to the rapidly evolving COVID-19
situation, we cannot absolutely guarantee that
your INTROWEEK will be in the same format as it
was in pre-pandemic times, but we will do all in
our power as a committee to ensure you have the
best experience possible! For more details on the
INTROWEEK events, be sure to check out your Fresher’s welcome booklet.
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USEFUL CONTACTS
I’m including some of the people you can contact ifyou need any information.
These include people on the LUSUMA committee and atthe university.
You can also refer to the LUSUMA website, where someof our committee email
addresses are located.
LUSUMA Committee:
Alex Parker (President) - +44 7593792551
Beth Clayton (Vice President of Sports and Societies)- +44 7975811790
Ray Kee (Vice President of Academic and Welfare) -+44 7479747372
Susmit Das (Treasurer) - +44 7761739958
Suraj Gandhi (Secretary) - +44 7401 321220
Lenie Zeze (Social Secretary) - +44 7475176372
Jasmine Hulme Kenny (Social Secretary) - +44 7427894701
Suvarna Netke (Welfare Officer) - +44 7521 976384
Ahmad Khan (Ball Secretary) - +44 7516535962
Isabel Donaldson (Ball Secretary) - +44 7895210933
Lauren Gurr (Sports Secretary) - +44 7722730859
Kiana Haji Sabagh (Academic Officer) - +44 7958922313
Haspreet Kaur (Graduates and Mature Students Rep)- +44 7531148388
Joyita Saha (Charity) - +44 7867524773
Emma Williamson (Media) - +44 7507966865
Saba Khan (Alumni and Elective) - +44 7943440997
Sharon Sajan (Webmaster) - +44 7941 685107
Other Useful Numbers:
Nightline – 0116 223 1230
Police – 0116 222 2222
University of Leicester – 0116 252 2522
Accommodation Office – 0116 252 2428
ABC Taxis – 0116 255 5111
Swift Fox Cabs – 0116 262 8222
Emergency Police, Ambulance or Fire Brigade - 999
I hope you’re looking forward to the years ahead –they’re going to be brilliant. We
can’t wait to see you in a few weeks’ time!
-

Suvarna Netke (welfare@lusuma.com)
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